
BACK BAY BATTERY SIMULATION SOLUTION

Student Role: You are the President of Back Bay Battery, Inc. a division of a $40 billion consumer electronics
manufacturer. Your goal is to build a robust and.

Smith, Michael L. New applications can appear unattractive, but often represent best long-term opportunity.
Porter, M. This is a free browser plug-in , Microsoft Excel optional. This might explain the difference in
cumulative profits between strategy one and two. The issue is the profits of each quarter are sometimes more
important to stockholders than the long-term viability of the company. Geographic: United States. This way,
ambidexterity was pursued, which says that just focusing on exploiting or just focusing on exploring is neither
the best way, but it should be combined. The little black book of innovation: how it works, how to do it. If we
look at the graphs of the operating profit Appendix 3 , we can conclude that after the NiMH market collapsed
in Appendix 4 , strategy one stabilized the fastest. The second key lesson we have learned is that in highly
competitive markets like the Battery market, cost leadership is an effective strategy. Reflection Choosing the
right project to invest in is a hard practice for managers. No money went to NiMH until self-discharge for
ultra-capacitors had breakthrough and then I shifted money to process improvements for NiMH so as to keep
prices low and milk the rest of that market. This was also stated in the news in year in the simulation Strategy
one and three invested in Process Improvement of the Ultracapacitor from the beginning, and that is why they
started gaining profit on the Ultracapacitor from respectively the years and , while strategy two only started
making profits in Appendix 2. Quantitative measurements for the value of an investment are measurements
based on cost and return on investment. Constraining financial criteria and an organization's impatience for
growth can make innovation difficult. Strategy types The first strategy was focused on cost leadership.
Innovation Killers : How financial tools destroy your capacity to do new things. McGrawHill Education.
Industry: Batteries. What did you learn from the simulation about running a business and making the decisions
of a CEO faced with a possible disruptive innovation? References Christensen, C. This way the Ultracapacitor
batteries started to get profitable from because of the decreasing variable costs from 25 dollars in to 12 dollars
in appendix 5. We played multiple rounds of this game, which ended in decent profits. Changing strategies on
the run gives big disadvantages because other innovation projects have to start from zero. Conclusion The first
key lesson we have learned from playing the BBB game was that managers should be very carefully with their
sales forecasts. No CEO will ever go it alone and having fellow students put their minds together with existing
data would have been a great collaborative learning experience. This might be due to the fact that strategy one
as well as strategy two kept investing in the NiMH technology, so they kept gaining large sales on this
technology. A problem when using ambidexterity is that there is no predefined way for the best outcome.
Organization Science 16 5 ,  Wendy K. Some years, profits may need to suffer dividends delayed in order to
transition into newer markets that will invariably disrupt the current cash-cow. Competitive advantage:
Creating and sustaining superior performance. The successes of some strategies take time to evolve. Anthony,
4.


